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Trenwyth Industries is proud to be a part  of the AIA Continuing Education Program: 

IECC Energy Review and Masonry Compliance Options 
•  Program #: EMX-1
•  AIA/CES Learning units: 1 SD HSW 
This Sustainable Design and Health, Safety and Welfare presentation discusses the changes in the Model Energy Codes, notably 
the 2012 IECC (International Energy Conservation Code) are creating challenges to masonry wall systems.  This presentation 
reviews exterior envelope R-Value requirements and masonry wall compliance options.

Designing with Innovative Architectural Blocks for Buildings
•  Program #: OSKA-01 
•  AIA/CES Learning units: 1
Concrete blocks are not just for foundations and basements. Architectural masonry units are animating the facades of schools, 
supporting columns of healthcare facilities and gracing the arches of shopping malls. This program will cover the vast range of 
masonry units available and their potential uses. Designing and building masonry structures to look good for the life of the 
building requires a fundamental understanding of the enemies of masonry and proper detailing to protect your walls. This 
discussion on critical detailing and project management will ensure lasting beauty of masonry units.

�e Concrete Bene�ts of Glazed Masonry
•  Program #: TREN-1 
•  AIA/CES Learning units: 1
Glazed concrete masonry units (CMU) are a safe, clean alternative to structural glazed facing tile (SGFT) and ceramic tile. This 
HSW program addresses sustainable design as well as the LEED® points that may be achieved using glazed CMU. Architects 
will understand why concrete masonry units have a high impact on their safety objectives. In addition, this program enables 
architects to effectively understand why glazed CMU is “the healthy choice” in terms of how it impacts both building inhabit-
ants and the environment. This presentation meets the AIA requirements for a one-hour Health, Safety and Welfare credit.

Concrete Masonry Walls for Mold and Moisture Prevention (HSW)
•  Program #: TREN-02 
•  AIA/CES Learning units: 1
This one hour HSW presentation will (1) explore the causes of moisture and mold problems; (2) show how materials, construc-
tion practices and design details can relate to mold growth; (3) determine the public health and legal implications; and (4) 
discover materials and design solutions for healthy buildings. The focus is on architectural concrete masonry units and proper 
construction techniques to counter mold. This presentation meets AIA requirements for a one-hour Health, Safety and Welfare 
credit.

Designing with Concrete Masonry Units for a Healthier, Safer Building Environment (HSW)
•  Program #: TREN-03 
•  AIA/CES Learning units: 1
Concrete masonry is an effective solution for the ever-changing design environment. In this HSW program, the importance of 
test reports and their relevance to design and sound construction of the building envelope is explained. This program also 
addresses how good masonry practices can assist designers in achieving the objectives of Green Building and Sustainable 
Design. Also addressed are the proper techniques to create effective results with building acoustics, the importance of Fire 
Ratings and the impact on public safety. This presentation meets the AIA requirements for a one-hour Health, Safety and 
Welfare credit.

AIA/CEU LUNCH ‘N LEARN PROGRAMS HOSTED BY O&G INDUSTRIES MASONRY DIVISION
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Design Tactics for Stone Masonry Products (HSW)
•  Program #: TREN-10 
•  AIA/CES Learning units: 1
This one-hour HSW program will explore how to effectively design masonry walls using proper design techniques focusing on 
the prevention of moisture, cracking and cleaning issues. This building design focus is on planning and designing sound 
masonry walls using proper architectural structural components based on industry guidelines and specifications. Attendees will 
learn why walls crack and how to design to eliminate unnecessary repairing and cleaning of masonry walls. 

Trenwyth Industries is pleased to o�er the following National Concrete Masonry Association (NCMA) CEU credits. 

NCMA - Moisture Resistance in Concrete Masonry Wall Design (HSW) 
•  NCMA Program #0508-01
•  HSW  Learning credit: 1 
This program explores the physical dynamics of why water penetrates through a wall and the affects of water penetration to the 
three main types of wall assembly. The keys to preventing moisture penetration and the three (3) levels of defense will be 
reviewed along with the types of materials available to maintain the integrity of your structure. Other areas discussed are the 
importance of workmanship, types of mortar and their application, as well as the role of repellants. 

NCMA - Crack Control in Concrete Masonry Walls (HSW)
•  NCMA Program #0503-01
•  HSW  Learning credit: 1
Learn how you can design your wall to accommodate movement and the reasons for shrinkage cracking. The role of reinforce-
ment in controlling shrinkage cracking and the impact of mortar strength are also discussed. MSJC standards for controlling 
cracking are reviewed.

Natural Stone �in Veneer: �e Basics
•  Program #: MIA04
•  AIA/CES Learning units: 1
This one-hour program explores natural stone veneer products including the best uses for different types of veneers, product 
variations, application techniques & opportunities, and the advantages over anchored veneer and manufactured stone. A brief 
review of its history and how natural thin stone veneer is made is included in the program. 

Natural Stone Types, Cuts and Applications
•  Program #:
•  AIA/CES Learning units: TBD
This one-hour program offers a brief history of Champlain Stone, its New York quarries, and saw shop are included in the 
program. It explores natural stone veneer products including the best uses for different types of veneers, product cuts, and 
applications.     
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Natural Stone for Landscapes–Ethics and the Environment
•  RIBA/CPD Learning units: 1
Ethical procedures and environmental practice are important issues to all users of natural stone, from local authorities and 
specifiers through to engineers and contractors; these issues have become a fundamental driver in the procurement process. The 
key question that practitioners face is, how can you be sure that the natural stone product you specify and procure is ethically 
and sustainably sourced? This seminar discusses what ethical and sustainable procurement means, highlights industry best 
practice, and discusses carbon footprinting and the ethical trade policies that currently exist within the marketplace. The
resulting knowledge being a base level understanding which will allow clients to make more informed purchasing decisions.

An Overview of Natural Stone
•  RIBA/CPD Learning units: 1
This seminar provides clients with a rounded understanding of the Marshalls voice with over 100 years’ experience the seminar 
covers both indigenous and imported material as well as the stone itself, how it should be used and the benefits each stone type 
can deliver. Also outlined are the free support tools that are available to clients in order to assist them in the product selection 
process. Client value is built through a comprehensive understanding of the material, how to sustainably source, cost effectively 
manufacture and efficiently and safely install. 

Natural Stone—Applications and Stone Selection
•  RIBA/CPD Learning units: 1
The first part of achieving a high quality and durable natural stone landscape relates to the correct selection of the stone. It 
might be beautiful but is it fit for purpose? This presentation gives a run down of the relevant standards against which natural 
stone should be selected. It highlights the tests that need to be done and how they are relevant to the stone in use. Get the right 
stone and it should last a lifetime, select the wrong one and regret it for a lifetime.

Yorkstone Uses and Abuses
•  RIBA/CPD Learning units: 1
This seminar covers Yorkstone natural paving. An indigenous material that has become synonymous with some of the UK’s 
most famous landmarks. Taking the audience on a journey from sourcing the material in the quarries right through to the point 
at which it becomes a working product. This seminar highlights the good and the bad of using natural stone in the built 
environment and highlights how Yorkstone can be used across a broad spectrum of product types in order to offer specifiers a 
co-ordinated palette of materials. The streets of London are not paved with gold, they are paved with Yorkstone – find out why!

An Introduction to Specifying Natural Stone for Buildings
•  RIBA/CPD Learning units: 1
Natural stone has been used to contruct buildings for thousands of years, but all too often, particularly in modern construction, 
the stone can be incorrectly selected resulting in poor performance. This seminar provides architects with a solid introduction 
into the selection of natural stone for construction. Starting with basic geology and stone types before progressing onto 
discussions about quarrying, operational processing of the stone, testing and cost management. Important design considerations 
and selection criteria are reviewed enabling the audience to ensure that the right stone is used for the right application. 

Royal Institute of British Architects certi�ed
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Natural Stone Cladding and Modern Methods of Construction
•  RIBA/CPD Learning units: 1
This seminar is ideal for those clients considering the use of natural stone in the vertical application. The seminar covers an 
overview of how natural stone can be used to complement both traditional and modern architecture. Various fixing options are 
identified, discussed and compared including traditional hand-set masonry, stone on precast and several stone rain screen 
systems. Factors such as time, cost and design and construction considerations are evaluated for each method through case 
study examples. 

Sustainability
•  RIBA/CPD Learning units: 1
Sustainability is about much more than just what is the percentage of recycled content? Project teams need to adopt an holistic 
approach to this subject, considering the economic, environmental and social issues. This seminar provides an overview to the 
issue that is global sustainability, and discusses the resultant external influences on industry. From clients through to contractors
and manufacturers, each stakeholder has a role to play in dealing with these issues. The second part of the seminar discusses 
how Marshalls has responded to these issues and looks at our progress in developing a sustainable business and providing 
increasingly sustainable products.

Homescapes: Creating spaces for better communities
•  RIBA/CPD Learning units: 1
Our homes are the essential building blocks of our communities and are critical to our future. Good quality, affordable housing 
is key to social, environmental and economic wellbeing, enabling stable and secure family lives and creating better communi-
ties. Modern homes need to be demonstrably better, designed and built to the highest standards, creating mixed communities 
with good local facilities, and take into account any potential environmental impact. This seminar explores how Marshalls’ 
knowledge, expertise and integrated product ranges can provide a fundamental ingredient for attractive, high quality housing 
developments.

Royal Institute of British Architects certi�ed

Designing with Indiana Limestone
•  AIA/CES Learning units: 1
This one-hour program covers the history of limestone, quarry & fabrication operations, overview of specifying limestone, 
comparison of caststone versus limestone, technical guidance, and cost effective design. 

Designing Commercial Projects with Manufactured Stone
•  Program #: BoralMVM2011
•  AIA/CES Learning units: 1
This one-hour program explores the design options available with veneer masonry including LEED benefits in manufactured 
veneer masonry construction, proper installation detailing to achieve high performance buildings, and design options to fully 
maximize your project's budget. This course provides HSW course criteria.
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Paving with Porcelain
•  Program Code#:  PWP 101 
•  Length: 1 hour
•  AIA Credits:  1 LU/HSW 
•  LA CES – 1 PDH
One of the most exciting developments in outdoor living is the arrival of the ¾ “ and 1 ¼ “ thick porcelain outdoor pavers. The 
concept began to spark interest in 2012 and is continuing to grow in popularity. Outdoor porcelain pavers have the same 
benefits as regular porcelain—being freeze-thaw resistant, skid-resistant, durable and easy to clean—combined with incredibly 
high breakage loads (up to 2,000 pounds) create the perfect solution for gardens, terraces and high traffic outdoor areas. 
Outdoor porcelain pavers can be dry laid onto grass, gravel, dirt and sand –or onto terraces and roofs using raised supports 
–without grout, adhesives or specialized labor, making installation incredibly easy.

Learning Objectives: 
1. Review history and manufacturing standards for porcelain pavers
2. Match porcelain pavers with proper applications
3. Specify the proper materials and methods for installation of porcelain paving products
4. Identify opportunities to earn points on a LEED registered project using porcelain paving.

Segmental Retaining Wall Design & Construction
•  Program Code#:  OC105 
•  Length: 1 hour
•  AIA Credits:  1 LU/HSW 
•  DP PDH: 1 PDH for Engineers*
*  LA CES Credit: 1 PDH (HSW)
This program will address the basic concepts about segmental retaining wall (SRW) systems.  The presentation will address the 
history of reinforced earth structures and summarize the site conditions that impact SRW performance and design. Installation 
details, the proper construction sequence, and specifications are also addressed. 

Learning Objectives: 
• Participants will learn the types and applications for earth retaining wall systems. 
• Participants will gain a greater understanding of how to specify segmental retaining walls. 
• Participants will learn the site conditions that influence system performance and design. 
• Participants will understand the overall construction sequence for segmental retaining walls.

* Certain State restrictions may apply. Check with your state to confirm specific requirements.  

AIA Provider #:  J374 
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Innovations In Segmental Retaining Walls  
•  Program Code#:  OC106 
•  Length: 1 hour
•  AIA Credits:  1 LU/HSW 
•  DP PDH: 1 PDH for Engineers*
*  LA CES Credit: 1 PDH (HSW)
This program will address the latest innovative solutions for using Segmental Retaining Walls (SRWs) to address challenging site 
access conditions.  The presentation reviews the characteristics of gravity wall and reinforced wall systems and introduces a new 
solution for utilizing SRWs in conditions where room for reinforcement is not available.   The use of structural backfill and 
newly developed aesthetic facing systems can be used to create gravity wall structures.  Installation details, the proper construc-
tion sequence, and specifications are also addressed.   

Learning Objectives: 
• Participants will learn the different features of gravity and reinforced wall structures. 
• Participants will be able to describe the characteristics of structural backfill for use with SRWs. 
• Participants will learn the site conditions that influence SRWs constructed using structural backfill, including application 
   limitations. 
• Participants will understand the overall construction sequence related to SRWs utilizing structural backfill. 
• Participants will be able to explain what geotechnical soil parameters are needed for directanchorage wall design. 
• Participants will understand the general construction sequence related to direct-anchorage systems with SRWs. The process of 
   actual wall installation from start to finish.

Best Practices for Segmental Retaining Walls   
•  Program Code#:  OC110 
•  Length: 1 hour
•  AIA Credits:  1 LU/HSW 
•  DP PDH: 1 PDH for Engineers*
*  LA CES Credit: 1 PDH (HSW)
This presentation covers best practices for designing, specifying and building segmental retaining walls (SRWs) as developed by 
industry since it’s start. The purpose of this session is to promote a zero wall failure initiative by educating the designers and 
specifiers in best practices related to segmental retaining walls.  

Learning Objectives: 
• Terminology and components of a segmental retaining wall system. 
• Industry developed best practices for the design of segmental retaining walls. 
• Industry developed best practices for material specifications for segmental retaining wall projects. 
• Industry developed best practices for construction of segmental retaining walls.

* Certain State restrictions may apply. Check with your state to confirm specific requirements. 

AIA Provider #:  J374 

AIA Provider #:  J374 
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Commercial Applications for Interlocking Concrete Pavers    
•  Program Code#:  OC111 
•  Length: 1 hour
•  AIA Credits:  1 LU/HSW 
•  DP PDH: 1 PDH for Engineers*
*  LA CES Credit: 1 PDH (HSW)
This program will provide an overview of how interlocking concrete pavement systems can be applied to commercial projects to 
enhance the value, performance and pavement life cycle costs.  The presentation addresses how pavers can aid in defining 
themes, character and space through creative patterns, and explains how paver systems work.  Site conditions that impact paver 
performance are highlighted, including issues related to access, safety, specifications, and construction details.  Finally, the 
program concludes with a discussion on sustainability and attributes that pavers offer commercial installations.    

Learning Objectives: 
• Participants will be able to describe how different concrete paver shapes and patterns can be used to enhance a project design. 
• Participants will learn the fundamental components of an interlocking concrete pavement system. 
• Participants will understand the site conditions that contribute to paver performance. 
• Participants will be able to identify sustainable attributes to paver systems and resources available to create designs and 
   specifications. 

PICP System Design and Construction   
•  Program Code#:  OC112 
•  Length: 1 hour
•  AIA Credits:  1 LU/HSW 
•  DP PDH: 1 PDH for Engineers*
*  LA CES Credit: 1 PDH (HSW)
*  USGBC: USGBC LEED AP BD + C v4 Specific Course Code: # 0920006805 
This presentation provides an introduction to permeable interlocking concrete pavement (PICP) systems. An overview of the 
problem with impervious surfaces and the advantages of Low Impact Development, specifically stormwater infiltration practices 
through pavement surfaces.  The presentation addresses designing for hydrological and structural requirements, and reviews 
required details. The design approach discussed is based on the Interlocking Concrete Pavement Institute’s PICP design manual. 
Specifications and maintenance requirements are reviewed along with information on winter performance. Several project  case 
studies illustrate the construction process. 

Learning Objectives: 
• Participants will leave course with the understanding of how permeable interlocking concrete pavement can provide storm-
   water management benefits to land development projects. 
• Participants will leave course with the understanding of proper specifications for construction of PICP systems.   
• Participants will leave course with the understanding of industry recommendations for maintenance of PICP systems.     
• Participants will leave course with the ability to identify industry resources for specifying and designing PICP systems. 

* Certain State restrictions may apply. Check with your state to confirm specific requirements. 

AIA Provider #:  J374 

AIA Provider #:  J374 
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Long Term Performance and Maintenance of Permeable Interlocking Concrete Pavement Systems     
•  Program Code#:  OC113 
•  Length: 1 hour
•  AIA Credits:  1 LU/HSW 
•  DP PDH: 1 PDH for Engineers*
*  LA CES Credit: 1 PDH (HSW)
This program provides a brief overview of Permeable Interlocking Concrete Pavement (PICP) systems and then focuses on the 
long-term surface infiltration performance of these effective stormwater control measures.  Mechanisms for sedimentation and 
clogging of PICP joints is discussed along with a review of ASTM C 1781 testing procedures. Total Suspended Solids (TSS) 
removal efficiencies and current research on variables that contribute to hydraulic performance of PICPs are discussed.  The 
presentation concludes with information on surface infiltration maintenance and restoration methods including a review of 
available cleaning machines.  PICP maintenance costs and inspection checklists are also reviewed.    

Learning Objectives: 
• Participants will understand clogging mechanisms for PICP surfaces. 
• Participants will be able to identify relationships among PICP joint widths, jointing stone size, and contributing impervious 
   areas. 
• Participants will be able to identify different PICP joint cleaning machines, and their applications and effectiveness. 
• Participants will understand performance & maintenance criteria recommended for PICP systems. 

PICP System Design and Construction   
•  Program Code#:  OC114 
•  Length: 1 hour
•  AIA Credits:  1 LU/HSW 
•  DP PDH: 1 PDH for Engineers*
*  LA CES Credit: 1 PDH (HSW)
One of the most exciting developments in outdoor living is the arrival of ¾” thick porcelain outdoor pavers. The concept began 
to spark interest in 2012 and is continuing to grow in popularity. Outdoor porcelain pavers have the same benefits as regular 
porcelain –being frost-resistant, skidresistant, durable and easy to clean – combined with incredibly high breakage loads (up to 
2,000 pounds) creates the perfect solution for gardens, terraces and high traffic outdoor areas. Outdoor porcelain pavers can be 
dry laid onto grass, gravel, dirt and sand – or onto terraces and roofs using raised supports – without grout, adhesives or 
specialized workers, making installation incredibly easy. 

Learning Objectives: 
• Participants will be able to describe how porcelain pavers are generally  manufactured and the differences between porcelain 
   and other paving materials. 
• Participants will learn about the different applications in landscape design for porcelain pavers 
• Participants will learn how to specify porcelain pavers. 
• Participants will be able to identify the proper methods of installation for porcelain paving projects. 

* Certain State restrictions may apply. Check with your state to confirm specific requirements. 

AIA Provider #:  J374 

AIA Provider #:  J374 
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Using Municipal Roadways to Control  Stormwater in Urban Environments with Permeable Interlocking Concrete 
Pavement     
•  Program Code#:  OC116 
•  AIA Credits:  Pending
•  DP PDH: 1 PDH for Engineers*
*  LA CES Credit: Pending
In many urban watersheds regulators are adopting green infrastructure solutions for stormwater management. Retrofitting 
impervious pavement with materials designed to infiltrate stormwater is one obvious solution.  The use of permeable interlock-
ing concrete pavement (PICP) in parking lots and driveways has grown significantly in the last decade. Dozens of publications 
have demonstrated the runoff and pollutant control benefits these systems provide. However, parking lots and driveways cover 
relatively small areas within an urban watershed. Some municipalities now recognize that municipal roadways and alleyways can 
be designed to handle vehicular traffic while also functioning as a stormwater control measure using PICP.  This presentation 
will describe how PICP systems are designed and constructed.  Examples will illustrate the keys to properly constructing and 
maintaining these effective stormwater management systems.  An update on the Southeast Atlanta Green Infrastructure Project 
will be provided highlighting how Atlanta converted six miles of impervious roadway to PICP to reduce flooding and combined 
sewer overflows.  The presentation will conclude with lessons learned related to utilities, roadway slopes, and maintenance.      

Learning Objectives: 
• Participants will learn how PICP can be used as a stormwater control measure. 
• Participants will understand proper construction and maintenance methods for PICP.  
• Participants will learn how the City of Atlanta implemented permeable pavement in municipal roadways to control runoff 
   and mitigate flooding. 
• Participants will gain insight to design lessons learned related to municipal PICP retrofit projects.   

PICP System Design and Construction   
•  Program Code#:  OC115 
•  Length: 1 hour
•  AIA Credits:  1 LU/HSW 
•  DP PDH: 1 PDH for Engineers*
*  LA CES Credit: 1 PDH (HSW)
This program address the issues that are hindering the Landscape and construction industry. It will take a hard look at what 
trends are growing and what areas of landscape construction should be concentrated on. This program will also focus on how to 
face the construction obstacles by using products that are production, time saving, and profit orientated.

Learning Objectives: 
• Participants will learn the problems and conflicts facing the construction industry in 2016 and beyond
• Participants will understand the growing trends in the industry and what areas will be best to focus their specs and designs 
   toward.
• Participants will better understand what products are out there to help with productivity, efficiency, and profitability.
• Participants will learn what to design with to help their clients be more efficient with what they have to work with, and still be   
   able to be profitable.

* Certain State restrictions may apply. Check with your state to confirm specific requirements. 

AIA Provider #:  J374 

AIA Provider #:  J374 
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Using Natural Stone in Today’s Architecture. Stone Formation to Fabrication   
 
•  AIA Credits:  1 LU
•  ASLA Credits:  1 LU
•  IDCEC Credits:  1 LU

IThis course is an introduction to commercially available natural stones (Granite, Limestone, Sandstone, and Marble) as used in 
dimension stone production. Geology as it relates to each stone type will be provided to aid in understanding each stone type’s 
physical properties. Stone harvesting and fabrication will be discussed to educate and provide insight into quarry and produc-
tion techniques that contribute to successful architectural projects (understanding quarries, color and natural markings as they 
relate to natural stone, etc). ASTM Testing procedures and relative values will be discussed in relation to the stone categories 
considered. Also discussed will be piece size and thickness as it relates to the use of each stone type and the effect of quarry type 
and technique.   

Learning Objectives: 
• Identify the three basic geological stone formations and distinguish their inherent physical characteristics as they relate to 
   architectural stone use.
• Define ASTM testing procedures and values relative to stone types and understand comparative performance values by stone
   species. 
• Develop an understanding of natural stone quarrying and fabrication and how they relate to finished materials and piece sizes.
• Explore various stone applications and the possibilities that exist with using natural stone. 
  

Using Natural Stone in Today’s Architecture. Stone Design & Architecture   
•  AIA Credits:  1 LU
•  ASLA Credits:  1 LU
•  IDCEC Credits:  1 LU

This course will focus on the architect’s sampling process, surface finishes, graphics, basic stone detailing, BIM object libraries, 
and will touch lightly on anchoring systems. The objective is to provide an understanding of available finishes, and design tools 
available to architects as they begin the design process and progress toward contract drawings. Consideration will also be given 
to budget pricing and cost implications of various design options.

Learning Objectives: 
• Examine and compare various finishes for stone applications.
• Recognize quarry range and background color and appropriate project sampling procedures.
• Explore anchoring systems, basic detailing, and BIM libraries for stone project design.
• Analyze pricing and budget considerations for standard stone details.
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Stone in Design. A Collaboration: Working with Stone Firms in the Early Design Phases    
 
•  AIA Credits:  1 LU
•  ASLA Credits:  1 LU

This course is intended to instruct attendees about the use of stone in projects as well as defining he key elements in the design 
process.

Learning Objectives: 
• Participants will develop an understanding of when and why stone elements should drive the design intent of the overall 
   project.
• Participants will understand the importance of project team interaction with stone specialist.
• Participants will identify and discuss the importance of the process of stone design including needs assessment, stone 
   selection, suitability, as well as BIM and stone design.
• Participants will develop an understanding of the importance of quarry and fabrication plant tours to view materials in their  
   natural setting and have a better idea to surface finishes as applied to finished materials.

 

Why Specify Certi�ed Stone: How the Natural Dimension Stone Sustainability Standard can Assist Green Building 
Projects
   
•  AIA Credits:  1 LU
•  ASLA Credits:  1 LU
•  GBCI Credits:  1 LU

This course highlights how the dimensions stone sustainability standard (ANSI/NSC 373) can assist projects with sustainability 
goals. The standard examines and verifies through a third party, numerous areas of stone production such as: water usage, 
custody and transportation, site and plant management, land reclamation, corporate governance, energy, waste, chemicals, 
worker health and safety innovation credits. It also includes a companion Chain of Custody (COC) program, which ensures 
traceability of certified stone from the quarry to processing and throughout the supply chain and ultimately to their journeys 
end.

Learning Objectives: 
• Understand the basic principles of the standard’s Chain of Custody (COC) to recognize efforts natural stone quarries, 
   processors and their distribution chains make to verify a dimensional stone product has been produced and transported in an
   environmentally preferable manner consistent with the principles of sustainability.
• Interpret how compliance to the Natural Dimension Stone sustainability standard’s environmental, ecological, human health 
   and social responsibility requirements for stone quarrying and production satisfy the growing demand for products that 
   exhibit high performance in Life Cycle Assessment.
• Compare attributes of the certified natural stone to sustainability measuring requirements of the most widely accepted green 
   building programs such as LEED - Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, LBC - the Living Building Challenge  
   and IGCC - International Green Construction Code, to enhance appreciation for the use of natural stone as a leading 
   sustainable building material.
• Design/Landscape Architects & Specifiers will benefit from understanding how this standard supports the growing demand f
   for rigorous environmental documentation for building product material.
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